ON DEMAND
The onset of COVID-19 has forced many changes in how we work, socialize and interact with one another. While
concern for health and well-being comes first, it is also important employees still receive the information and support
they need during Open Enrollment.

Nixon Benefits has the solutions tailored to your needs.
Virtual Meetings and Office Hours
We conduct English and Spanish virtual meetings via a variety of platforms such as Microsoft Teams,
Webex, GoToMeeting and Zoom. These allow your employees to attend a benefits meeting hosted
by one of our team members who will review their benefits and answer their questions.
We also host virtual “office hours” providing employees the opportunity to speak with a benefits
consultant directly with questions or concerns .

On Demand Presentations for Employees and Family Members
Our on demand video platform powered by Brainshark is an ideal way to highlight benefits during
open enrollment and all year round. This continues to be the most effective and popular way
employees and their spouses learn about their benefits from anywhere on their own time.
The videos are tailored to your brand, your benefit plans and the language preferences of your
population. All enrollment materials and documents are included to view or download. Weblinks to
carrier sites are also included, providing quick access to provider searches.

ALL Information at Your Fingertips
Keeping open enrollment on track is imperative. We create custom email campaigns and message
board posts which include links to the benefit video, summary of benefits and your enrollment
system (if applicable). These include important reminders for your employees.
Enrollment check lists are available so you and your employees can track important dates and
steps.

Custom Summary of Benefits
Tailored to your company’s brand and culture, our custom Summary of Benefits provides
comprehensive overviews of your benefits including links to your on-demand presentation and
provider search engines. These are created in both print and interactive versions.
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